Class of 2009  
Listing of Lost Alumni  
October 2013*  

We do not have current contact information for these alumni. Can you help us reconnect with them? If you have correct contact information for any of the alumni listed below, please contact the Oberlin College Alumni Office at (440) 775-8692, (800) 693-3167, or alumni@oberlin.edu. You can also contact Class President Derry Kiernan at derryrkiernan@gmail.com. Thank you!

Lindsey Barr       Leah Pine
Brian Burkholder   Santosh Prakash
Linden Cady        Julia Raskin
Geneva Cockrell    Sindre Saetre
Garret Flowers     Paris Scott
Cynthia Guggenheim Elizabeth Segroves
Louise Hanks       Joshua Sobel
Dana Harrison      Nina Soderberg
Shane Hawkins      Jheri Stewart
Elizabeth Howland  Alina Svyatlovsky
Ji Young Kim       Anne Warner
Elizabeth Lawrence Molly Wheeler
Jorge Mejia        Thomas Wilson
Bret Nolan         Elizabeth Zharoff
Alexandra Patent   Xuesi Zheng

*This list was compiled on October 4, 2013.